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A Short, Politically Incorrect Novel
THEY STOPPED J.MADISON, A.HAMILTON, J. ADAMS &
B.FRANKLIN. BUT NOT A.LINCOLN!
Once upon a time
(not long ago) there
was a Kingdom
without a King,
created by the people
for the people. This
Kingdom was the
most admired and
envied in the world.
The citizens could fail
or succeed on their
own, enjoy freedom,
liberty and certain
rights detailed in a
national document
they called a
CONSTITUTION. The
motto of the Kingdom was, “The land of the free and the
home of the brave.”
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These fortunate people prospered beyond imagination,
almost achieving the perfect Republic. They were law
abiding, generous, not afraid of each other and did not have
castles, walls or gates for their homes. Their science and
technology advanced by leaps and bounds, creating the
greatest wealth per capita the world had ever known – they
even explored the universe.
This kingdom without a king, with less than 5% of the
planet’s population, produced over 70% of its planet’s
wealth and over 90% of its innovations. People from all over
the world risked their lives (and many lost it) trying to
become part of this Kingdom without a King.
This Kingdom exported its freedom and liberty experience to
other kingdoms (with Kings) at the expense of the life and
blood of its sons and daughters without enslaving the
defeated or taking spoils of war. Their sole purpose was to
have the rest of the world enjoy freedom and liberty;
opening new markets for their innovations and technology
so others could, on their own, achieve freedom & equal
opportunity for all. They created a NAVY to patrol the seas
and got rid of criminals (pirates).
The Founders:
The founders of the Kingdom without a King set the
infrastructure of the new Kingdom with a four page
document of 4543 words designed to protect the people
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from a tyrannical government. This Constitution was then
crowned with amendments called the Bill of Rights, limiting
the Kingdom from ever enslaving its rightful masters, the
people.
The Representatives:
For almost 200 years since its foundation, the people’s
representatives (or servants) of the Kingdom without a King
were common people working full time on their own
endeavors, and part‐time as servants to its people. Many of
these Representatives had little formal education or training
in the works of the Kingdom. Most had common
denominators known as patriotism, common sense and
unselfishness. For many years these Representatives drafted
limited laws and regulations following the limited‐
government Constitution of the founders of the Kingdom
without a king.
The Spoilers:
Unfortunately, founders of the Kingdom without a King had
failed to recognize human weakness in future professional
politicians and left loopholes in the Constitution that allowed
certain elements of the new society to become perpetual
parasites, by writing laws enslaving the taxpayers while
exempting themselves from them. These parasites have now
corrupted the concept of limited government, creating ever‐
growing rules, laws and regulations restricting the freedom
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and liberties of the people. The new spoilers’ only product is
words and the interpretation of words (depending on what
your meaning of the word “is” is). They hold a monopoly of
the law, they write, interpret and execute their laws and
redistribute wealth from the people to themselves, their
cronies and supporters (welfare).
The Plantations:
The founders of a Kingdom without a King weren’t perfect,
they were humans. Due to economical necessities and lack
of manpower (Indians would not embrace the new culture
since they were nomads); they purchased other human
beings from mostly Muslim enslavers (kingdoms with Kings)
to labor in their plantations. This practice was wrong but
accepted at the time. The early 1800 Industrial Revolution
created two distinct classes in the new Kingdom without a
King, plantations in the South with plenty of forced labor
(slaves) and the Industrial Revolution in the north that
needed that labor force. Plantation owners were founders
and members of the Democratic Party (Jefferson).
Industrialists of the north became the Republican Party
(James Madison). Briefly put, Republican industrialists freed
the slaves from forced labor and acquired badly needed
labor for their industrial revolution. Since Republicans freed
the slaves, many freed slaves became members of the
Republican Party. Oddly enough, at the time, the Democratic
Party was actually known as Conservative (they wanted to
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conserve slavery) and the Republican Party was known as
Progressive because they wanted progress. How things have
changed, and yet remained essentially the same.
The New Plantation:
Old time Democrats were able to conserve their power over
the freedmen by creating new plantations. This new
enslavement was accomplished by “protecting” the new
freemen with welfare legislation that made people
dependent (pets?) on government for their survival (Aid to
dependent children and cradle‐to‐grave welfare). For over
100 years, the so‐called liberal Democratic Party gained
voters by enslaving more dependents. Just like Old
Democrat Southern plantations, modern escapees from the
new plantation (black conservatives) are called “Uncle Toms”
in the new class warfare between black conservatives (Cain,
West, Rice, Thomas) and black liberals (Right, Obama,
Jackson, Sharptongue, Farrakhan, Rangel, etc.).
Ironically, during the presidential election of 2008, over 95%
blacks voted for a black candidate just because he’s black,
but in reality any black candidate would have won as a
payback for injustices committed by the Kingdom’s
ancestors. But well‐meaning voters that failed to see that
the selected candidate was not a descendant of slaves, 100%
America nor even qualified to be president. He was just half
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Kenyan black, of questionable birthplace, Muslim raised and
educated by his step‐father.
IRONY: 9‐11‐2001: The Kingdom without a King was
attacked by Muslims, 2009 governed by a Muslim?
The Future Plantation:
As more blacks have seen the light and emancipated
themselves from the protective cage of welfare plantations
and become successful, they have been discriminated
against by their own black leaders. Black conservatives’
worst enemies are blacks who profit from their brothers’
perpetual misery, family disintegration, moral decay and the
frustration of not being able to get out of the plantation
(welfare).
Illegals to the rescue
In just a few decades, Democrats have realized that they can
add ~ 26 million black voters to the over 10 million illegal
immigrant voters plus the welfare dependent voters by the
stroke of a Presidential pen (executive order). They are
brilliant you must admit! Their utopian socialist agenda is
almost complete. Imagine a socialist‐communist state the
likes of the bankrupt European Union. Within 50 years
(instead of 100) that Nikita Khrushchev promised us with
shoe in hand at the U.N. (if you are old enough you’ll
remember). Those new 10 million voters will guarantee the
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crowning of a King for the Kingdom without a King, ending
over 250 years of a kingless Kingdom. Then the burning of
the books began, those useless antiquated documents
(paraphrasing Barack Hussein Obama’s statements) written
by the founders of the Kingdom without a King (Declaration
of Independence, United States Constitution, Bill of Rights)
will finally be erased from our lives and we will finally enter
the utopian era of living With Other Peoples’ Money. So
hurry and join the new Kingdom with a King (dictatorship)!
I accuse the Democratic Party of enslaving the same people
they pretend to protect via dependency on the welfare
system (the new plantation) for the dual purpose of
controlling their progress and getting their votes. (Would
you bite the hand that feeds you? Not until he runs out of
OPM as the Soviets, N. Korea, Greece, Cuba, etc.
“The same cat with different fur,” (La Misma gata, Solo
Revolcada): The Many Faces of the Democrats: Founded by
Jefferson (who later abandoned it), revived by President
Jackson (largest slave owner, except for a black man slave
owner and wholesalers of slaves). After the Civil War, slave
owners went underground and became the Klu Klux Klan (all
Confederate Democrats), who were led at one time by
George Wallace, former Governor of Alabama. In early 1900
they became the Communist Democratic Party briefly, then
during the F.D.R. (Roosevelt) years, after his famous New
Deal, they became the Socialist Democratic Party, which
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culminated with L.B.J. (Johnson) after his “Perfect Society.”
When socialism was getting bad publicity (millions murdered
all over the world), they changed their adjective to a
“Progressive Democratic Party.” The result: over 300 years
of enslavement, not only of Blacks, but of any color so long
as there were poor, hungry, ignorant, handicapped or
utopian. All residents of “The New Plantation.”
Let’s Fast Forward:
Heroes to the Rescue!
As in all novels, at the darkest hour and when all hope is
almost lost, heroes, or knights appear to save the princess
from the tyrannical King. History repeats itself (ignore it and
be condemned to repeat it). Just like in 1773, when patriots
rebelled against the foreign king and symbolically dumped
tea leafs in Boston Harbor, new heroes appeared out of
nowhere. These, like the 1773 crowd, were ordinary moms
and dads (pillars of the family, the village, town, city, state,
nation and of the civilization) who finally had enough of the
new experimental kingdom with a king, with fraudulent
crony capitalism, perpetual congressman, fraudulent
lobbyists, Rinos, inside traders and the Obamanation of
Obama Health Care. The heroes came out of nowhere,
without a specific leader, but united to regain the Kingdom
without a King and united to depose (within the LAW) the
self‐appointed savior king and prince of “Hope and Change”.
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Just like in 1773, the heroes became known as the Tea Party.
Like then, there was no specific leader; they didn’t need one.
Since the first Tea Party rally, over 70% of the population
joined or sympathized with the new movement.
Opportunists flourished to take advantage of the greatest
combined political movement of the Kingdom without a
King, but soon were identified and thrown overboard. The
new heroes had two powerful enemies to fight. Socio‐
communist Democrats and Republicans in Name Only
(RINO). The Democrat incumbents were easy to unmask and
defeat during the 2010 election and were replaced with new
(but inexperienced) truly conservative candidates. Over 35%
of liberal Democrats were replaced.
The Rinos were more of a challenge due to their lying and
deceiving the voters of their true selfish goals. Still, the
heroes were able to replace Rinos and fossils by almost 50%.
Historical note: read “to win an election” by Quintus Tullius
Cicero written in 64 BC (yes >2000 years ago!). See,
politicians haven’t changed, they just recycle. Paraphrasing:
“Masses have many heads but few brains, tell them what
they want to hear and they’ll vote for you” and he was
elected!
Rumors about a secret Kingdom:
Rumors have persisted since the founding of the Kingdom
without a King that the founders had formed a secret society
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to direct the Kingdom (and the world) for the purpose of
world domination. This secret society claimed to be the third
hidden party that controls both parties (Democrats and
Republican) through its secret branch, the Masons. The
motto of the secret society is supposed to be, “No matter
who they vote for, they’ll always vote for us.” This reminds
us of the Mexican& Chicago version: “It’s not who votes
that counts, but who counts the votes that matters.” Is
freedom and liberty a utopian mirage?
Checks and Balances (The Four Powers of the Kingdom
without a King):
For over 150 years the new Kingdom without a King had
maintained a political system of checks and balances, with
two distinct political and ideological parties restricting each
other’s power through the three branches of government
(legislative {Congress}, Judicial {Supreme Court} and
Executive {President}). That is only three. Where is the 4th?
Read the rumors.
The RINOs and voters’ apathy are to blame for our loss of
checks and balances. I.E.: Dodd& Frank housing and stock
market collapse when the democrats had 100% control of
Congress (2006‐2010).
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The Third Enemy to Defeat?
How to defeat an enemy when you don’t know who it is?
Enemy soldiers wear a uniform; terrorist nations (Iran, North
Korea, Cuba, Venezuela, Syria, etc.) are easy to find, but a
secret organization within your population is another story!
Members of the secret third party could be your neighbor,
teacher, father or even son (but never your sister or
mother). How to unmask them and defeat them? And do
you really want to fight them or make them your ally instead
of your foe? “To defeat your enemy, get to know him”
(Napoleon?).
Again, the rumors are that the secret party has its roots from
the Egyptian and even Babylonian times (~3000 years ago)
starting with the persecuted Jews. This sect evolved
throughout the centuries to bring membership to other than
Jews (infiltrating?) and became known as the Masons. The
socio‐political environment evolved as the Catholic Church
gained dominance throughout the world thanks to the
Spanish colonization of the Americas and other Catholic
Kingdoms in the pacific region. The old guard of the semi‐
dormant order of the Masons saw their influence being
crushed by the enemy (Catholic Church) via its newly formed
semi‐secret society the “Knights of Columbus.” As early as
the 1700s a new society was founded by two powerful
groups: a) the dissidents of the church and b) the existing
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royalty. The dissidents had the brains and the royalty had
the money to finance it. Thanks to the world’s first Kingdom
without a King, royalties around the world began to collapse
(France, Germany, Russia, etc.) forcing the royalty to go
underground, but not before ransacking their countries
coffers. The brains of this allegiance were not anti‐religion;
actually they were fanatic religious men (never women).
Some rumors claimed that they were sorcerers and
practitioners of black cult (Satan’s disciples) and that they
believed that they were selected (by their God) to be the
rulers of the world (one world order?).
How Smart Are The Enlightened?
If the founders of this great kingdom without a king were so
intelligent, learned and visionary to write the Declaration of
Independence, the Republic’s Constitution and then the Bill
of Rights, how could they even believe in an entity so
contrary to their Christian beliefs? Did Plato’s “The
Republic” (Kallipolis) influence them? Did they become
narcissistic to the point that they felt superior to the rest of
humanity? Did they suffer from the “Immortality Syndrome”
or they themselves fall prey to the human vanity that all we
do is predestined by God (any God) and they are the
illuminated?
Regardless of the beginnings, the founders had to ensure
continuity for generations to come. Soon they discovered
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that two factions of their closed group (founders) had
emerged, the Democrats (Jefferson’s group) and the
Republicans (James Madison’s group). The Democrats
leaned towards the rule by the will of the masses. In
example, if 51% of your neighborhood votes that you should
be hanged. Should you be hanged? The Republicans on the
other hand insisted in Plato’s “Rule of Law”. This is closer to
the original Greco‐Roman system over 3000 years old that
gave birth to the Magna Carta (the foundation of our Bill of
Rights). By example, the written law says that you should
not smoke, you don’t agree? Then change the law.
Envisioning the eventual confrontation of these two
ideologies (civil war?) they (the founders) embraced the
creation of the third secret party whose founding members
were only the illuminated. How to perdure the third party
beyond their natural life? And most important, maintain its
secrecy? Their direct descendants were one source; the
complicity of the two new political parties (to share power)
was another and then what? Obviously the new breed of
intellectuals, being indoctrinated by the academia at the Ivy
League universities, became an endless supply of leaders for
centuries to come. How to insure loyalty and secrecy by the
new young idealistic and inexperienced disciples of the
illuminated? Simple; use the same methods as the Masons
(their branch). 1) You must believe and fear God more than
death. 2) You must prove loyalty to us by committing a
major crime kept secret only by your mentors. 3) You must
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not swear alliance to any Nation or government other than
to us. 4) You must defend the sect even at the expense of
your own life or family and if so ordered kill dissenting
members (Kennedy?) or for minor offenses, impeach them
(Nixon but not Clinton?). The bottom line is that every
member of the secret illuminated society must have a
mortal secret (only known to the directors) to hide (just in
case he tries to escape the sect and if he does, there are
many willing members to execute him). Note: The Soviets
practices this: If you escape or commit suicide, we’ll kill all
your family (mostly German scientists). And they DID!
Wow! Those four rules are extremely powerful so that no
common man can adhere and obey to them. But again,
leaders to be are no commoners. It requires individuals with
these qualifications: 1) Hunger for power beyond
imagination. 2) Disregard for human life (wars, targeted
assassinations, etc). 3) Alliance to a super God (represented
by the illuminated B. O. D.). 4) Willingness to sacrifice your
family and Country, if so required, for the benefit of the
illuminated ones. Wow (again)! Do you know anyone that
meets these four requirements? I don’t.
REALLY SMART?
Let’s assume (give me the benefit of the doubt) that all of
the above as I have exposed is true (after all this is just a
novel, not bases in historical or real facts, ok?). Let’s also
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assume that they (the illuminated) are the smartest beings
on earth and they know what’s best for us (not only the U.S.
but the whole human race) and let’s also assume that (as
they believe) there is a super God superior than our
everyday God (regardless of your religion or your God’s
name) and if their ultimate goal is to follow, obey and satisfy
their super God, would this qualify them as religious fanatics
no different than the Christians of the middle ages and the
Muslims of today? Wouldn’t the present wars directed by
their chosen kings (presidents) be considered terrorist wars?
Think about it!
Now let’s assume that the previous paragraph is wrong, that
they want the best for humanity and they select the
temporary King (without a throne) and to keep people happy
they switch from Republicans and Democrats on a very
equitable basis (now it’s your turn, then it’s mine, etc). How
do they select the winner to be candidate and ensure that he
will follow their command? That he won’t rebel against their
wishes and long term plans of world control? What if that
person was to blow the whistle and unmask the illuminated?
How would they stop him from talking? Then let us consider
this scenario:
The king to be must meet these requirements: 1) have
heavy baggage in his past (criminal secret?) B) Proven loyalty
to the illuminated (committed a secret crime under their
orders?), C) be an unscrupulous power hungry man (the end
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justifies the means?), D) Be a good talker (liar) to incite the
masses (any lawyer would qualify), E) be more fearful of the
illuminated and their super God (Satan?) than anything else
(including the death of his family?). What would happened if
he was to rebel against their command? Discredit him or
impeach him (Nixon?). How would you stop him from
blowing the whistle (Talking)? Plug the ears of the listeners
(control the news media). If all else fails, execute him
(Kennedy?).
Why They Want Communism:
Liberal Kings who call themselves progressive are actually
regressive (enslavers of the masses) via dependency
(welfare, also known as socialism/communism). Is it because
communism is the supracapitalism of the state and if they
(the illuminated) control the state they control the world
(one world order)? If the sharing of power theory is correct
and if the illuminated theory is correct, then let’s analyze the
highlights of their latest pick of Kings without throne and
their legacy:
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1) Roosevelt (D): 1933‐1945 (12) Architect of the new
plantation (welfare), expansion of socialism and
soaring taxes, the NEW DEAL, exploding bureaucracy
(double in 10 years). Lend >$11 BILLION (in gold) to
the Soviets that never paid back. Today’s value: ~ $35
TRILLION! FYI: Hussein Obama’s National debt is only
$19 trillion!
2) Truman (D): 1945‐1953 (8) Finished the Japanese
Empire but gave the prize jewel (Europe) to the
Soviets (by your orders?) causing millions of deaths
and 50 years of COLD WAR.
3) Eisenhower (R): 1953‐1961 (8) The interstate highway
system, stopped communism from spreading, rebuilt
Europe, stopped Chinese in Korea(but didn’t finish
them)
4) Kennedy (D): 1961‐1963 (3) stopped the Soviets,
created NASA (America’s greatest innovation), wealth
producer and technical leadership never since
matched.
5) Johnson: (D) 1963‐1969 (7) expanded socialism‐
welfare (plantation) expanded Vietnam war, architect
of the “great society” (more welfare‐plantation
expansion).
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6) Nixon (R): 1969‐1974 (6) liberated China from Soviet
control, opened new markets and destroyed the gold
standard creating worldwide‐unlimited inflation.
7) Ford (R): 1974‐1977 (4) inherited Nixon’s term but left
no legacy.
8) Carter (D): 1977‐1981 (4) 25% interest rates and super
inflation, Iran fiasco, gas rationing, created DOE (Dept.
of Energy for energy independence from US), the
stupidest president of all.
9) Reagan (R): 1981‐1989 (8) destroyed the Soviet Union
and Berlin Wall, low unemployment & taxes, high
patriotism, booming economy, technology and
respect (not fear) of U.S.A. abroad.
10) H. Bush: (R) 1989‐1993 (4) after Reagan’s legacy had
a hard time improving on it (read my lips).
11) Clinton: (D) 1993‐2001 (8) The most immoral (on
record) of all, good talker (lawyer) could have
prevented 9‐11. Created the Balkan’s war to
aid/protect our arch‐enemy (the Muslims).
12) W. Bush: (R) 2001‐2009 (8) one track mind (protect
America) ignored the rest. Allowed liberals to expand
trillion deficits, created the Rino philosophy. The most
liberal conservative (RINO).
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13) Obama: (D) 2009‐2012 (4?) the most ignorant (on
record), anti‐American, pro‐Communism, unfit and
unqualified of all. Good reader of other people’s
writing (teleprompter). As much as he is a divider of
the masses, by accident, he proved the first law of
physics (for every action, there is a reaction of equal
and opposite force). The Tea Party! Thank you Mr.
President!
Question to the Illuminati: If you’re the smartest of us all,
the ones who know what’s best for this great Country (and
the world), the chosen ones by your super God, how do you
explain the above? Isn’t it clear to you that democratic Kings
(without a throne) who follow Keynesian doctrines (Socio‐
Communism) bring the country (and the world) down and
Republicans (not Rinos) who follow Friedman’s economic
freedom raise the country (just to be brought down by the
next liberal King without a Kingdom?) Are you, by giving us
your latest pick (no previous history, questionable parental
and birthplace records and most important the least
qualified of all your previous selections) testing the American
voters intelligence, patience and resilience? (In other words,
how far you can push us and dominate us?) Well, if that is
the case, like Admiral Yamamoto said “We have awoken a
sleeping giant.”
Let’s fast forward:
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The Knights to the Rescue:
Just like in the middle ages, the knights around the Western
world rose to the rescue of their (and our) civilization and
stopped the Muslims bloody aggression and dominance of ½
the known world, defeating them and relegating them to a
dormant state for over 7 centuries. The new knights of the
21st century have risen (thanks to your latest pick of the King
without a Kingdom) not with horses but with patriotism,
hungry not for food but for freedom, liberty and self‐
governing as protected by our great Constitution and its Bill
of Rights. This great populous movement started not by
politicians, generals, think tanks or academia, but by
common housewives. It resonated around the world and
thanks to the internet (another American invention) helped
to create the “Arab Spring” revolts spreading to China,
Russia and many other counties, to rid themselves of their
own perpetual kings disguised as dictators.
The Tea Party:
Enough is enough! They screamed in their neighborhood, to
their friends, family, et al! The illuminated controlled news
media ignored them, hoping that it would die of natural
causes without their coverage, but they forgot three critical
factors:
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1) The will of the people,
2) The power of the internet and
3) Hatred for big government, runaway spending, complicity
of the Rinos with the King without a Kingdom.
Who belongs to the tea party? Look in the mirror! Just plain
people like you and I, who never got deeply involved in
politics, hardworking, rich, poor and in between; old, young
and in between; white, black and Mestizos; Democrats,
Republicans and Independents; working, retired and
unemployed; just plain Americans! You went to town hall
meetings by the hundreds, to rallies by the thousands and to
the Kingdom’s doorstep by the millions. You use your own
time and money to get there, no one offered you a free ride
(nor would you have accepted it). You slept in your car, or
at the airport and bus station; you respected the law and
cleaned up after yourself, you dressed up with the star
spangled banner and had non‐offensive signs. All you
wanted was to be heard, counted and to take your country
(and government) back! Your voice was heard loud and
clear!
The progressives (actually regressive) were amazed and
confused and immediately reacted the only way they know
how:
to discredit, attack and lie (read Karl Marx
MANIFESTO). You were accused of being racist terrorists (H.
Reid. and N. Pelosi), of being anti‐American, discriminating
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and LAZY (B. Hussein O.), A Nation of COWARDS (E. Holder).
When they realized you were serious and determined to
take your country back, they infiltrated your ranks to destroy
your movement from within. When they realized it wasn’t
working, they invented their own counter movement
financed by the unions and George Soros. The Occupy
movement is not worth describing here, except to say: Is this
the best the liberals and illuminated can do? Is this the
future they have in mind for the Kingdom with a King? Is this
what they want our children to inherit? Well, maybe they
do! They want to create an easily controlled mass of
dependent (drugs, alcohol, welfare, immoral hippies) bodies
of consumers (not producers)?
Are the ILLUMINATI really smart? Haven’t they learned from
the Soviets, Cuba, North Korea, old China, and to a lesser
extend from the socialist European Union? Welfare‐
socialism lasts only as long as the producers are willing to
produce (in other words they will run out of our wealth
sooner than later).
Irony note: wasn’t the European Union what Hitler’s dream
was all about? Think about it.
Hello there somebody: We’re not cattle, we’re human
beings with souls, brains, reasoning, dreams, frustrations
and aspirations and willing to fail if that’s what it takes to
succeed and leave a legacy for generations to come! Did you
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listen? Do you understand what we are telling you? Get off
our back!
The Rinos (also known as The Fifth Column): There is
nothing worse than deception, whether it’s from your
spouse, family, friend, neighbor, soldier or politician. Why?
Because you trusted them and they stabbed you in the back!
That’s why spies were shot on sight! Not anymore, now they
are RINOS.
Thanks to very hard work of the grass‐root movement (also
known as the Tea Party), lots of Rinos and liberal Democrats
were replaced with new blood (albeit their inexperience in
the Kingdom works {Chicaneries}) of proven conservative
servants of the people (not the Kingdom) in the 2010
elections. (Wow! Did the illuminati allowed the will of the
people to perdure? Or, did they just want to see how far we
can go and how much they can control us? Or the
ILLUMINATI don’t exist?).
What’s Next?
Will the Tea Party become the 4th party? Not in 2012, maybe
in 2016. First, it has to solidify (with the Illuminati’s
permission?) its influence in the legislative, executive and
judicial branches of the government.
The present corruption has become unsustainable even for
the wealthiest Kingdom without a King. This short novella
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can’t cover every one of them that has been caught (~1% of
the total traitors?). The road ahead for the TEA PARTY is
long and never ending, but we have to start sooner than
later. The 2010 election was a good start, but we need to
maintain this momentum going and keep the grass‐roots
movement alive and motivated. There are plenty of leaders
to pick from to lead the patriotic populace (regardless of
party affiliation). The 2012 election will be crucial for this
Great Nation & the Tea Party (live or die). If it can clean both
houses and obtain conservative majority, it has only 2 years
to solidify its position as a potential leading party for 2016.
QUIZ: Which State has 60% of its governors in jail? 53% of its
Aldermen indicted?, is the birthplace of the mafia? And in
which reside all of Obama’s mentors?
Priorities (TEAPARTY wish list):
Legislative: 1) Term Limits; Congress: 6; Senate: 2; 2)
Prohibit retired lawmakers from becoming lobbyists for the
same number of years as they served. 3) Replace 16th
amendment (income tax) with a flat sales tax (also known as
Fair Tax). 4) Enforce balanced budgets (no federal deficits).
5) Enforce immigration laws. 6) Amend the 14th amendment
(right of citizenship by birth in the U.S.A. 7) Same laws,
responsibilities and benefits for ALL citizens (bureaucrats or
producers) i.e. Obamacare for all or none. 8) Legalize all
drugs and dispense them at cost to druggies via state
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controlled charity stores (Wow! Imagine this? Remember
prohibition?) Either we legalize them and let it die of natural
causes over time (like alcohol) or wait for a Mao Tse Tung
equivalent to kill on sight anyone in possession of drugs (~ 40
million Chinese executed). The illicit drugs market is about 1
trillion dollars per year! WE spend over 15% of our GDP in
SECURITY related expenses! (Add it to B.H. O. deficit), but
the financial drain and damage is nothing compared to the
human loss and the destruction of our most valuable asset as
a kingdom: our future (the youth). Mexico would be happy
to stop the drug traffic and killings. 9) If the founders of this
great nation were able to write the U.S. Constitution in 4
sheets and the Bill of Rights in 1 page, Congress is to
translate every federal law into plain English (no “is” is) and
print each law in one(1) 8 ½ x 11” page. Hint: No lawyers
allowed (James Madison was right). 10) Congress to void
and archive any and all non‐current laws. 11) Deport George
Soros to U.K. (indicted for crimes). 12) Enforce the 10th
Amendment (states’ right to self‐govern), no more “core”
indoctrination of blacks!
Some of the above will require constitutional conventions
(2/3 of the states must agree to the convention) and to
enact within 2 years would be very difficult for any Kingdom
(except the Kingdom without a King!)
Executive: 1) Null and VOID all his executive orders. 2) By
“Executive Order” (just like his predecessor): a) fire every
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czar and their aides or anyone associated with Hussein
Barack Obama (they would become spies); b) Fire 10% of
federal bureaucrats, preferably all those hired during
Obama’s term; c) do a thorough audit of the Obama
administration’s spending (remember MF Global, $1.2 Billion
“I don’t know where they are?”) and white house historical
assets (remember the Clintons?); d) Freeze all unauthorized
and non‐budgeted federal government spending; e) Kill the
crown of Obama, Obamacare and at the same time, free the
health insurance companies to compete across state lines
(~20% savings to consumers) and institute tort reform (~20%
savings to consumers), then fire another 10% of the
bureaucrats. The above is drastic medicine for a drastic
illness, but let’s face it; the Kingdom without a King is in life
support now! 3) Enforce our Constitution (Article II) that
limits the power of the President and amend the
Constitution to plug any holes our naïve founders (they were
patriots) didn’t think of humans (Illuminated?) becoming
dictator/presidents.
Judicial: This is the root of most of our problems in this
great Kingdom without a King, and the most complex and
difficult to correct. Why? Because “It all depends what your
meaning of the word “IS” is (in other words, the
interpretation of the Constitution and the law as written).
A) Supreme Court: 1) Minimum age: 60 (little sexual and
fortune making interest). 2) Maximum term 12 years (not for
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life). 3) As in Plato’s Republic (Kallipolis), must be of
unquestionable character (for 60+ years) lawyers need not
apply; must have proven record of having been a fair leader
(made of gold) and recommended by his community (during
regular elections) to be part of a pool where the president
can select and the majority of Congress to approve (no
political favors). 4) Impeachable by majority of both houses
only (not the President).
QUIZ: what USSC ruling legalized the killing of millions of
unborn citizens?
B) District Courts: 1) Same rules as for the Supreme Court.
2) Recommended by the district residents of the district they
will serve the people and Constitution.
QUIZ: which district court turned off the water to farmers in
California to save a ½” fish?
C) Federal Judges (this is where most of our problems
originate, they all think and act as if they are the Kings and
can legislate (control) the entire nation with their own
interpretation of the law and Constitution!) 1) Minimum
age: 60; 2) Maximum Term: 6 years with reappointment of 1
more term of 6 years; 3) No law degree required; 4)
Recommended by his state voters for a pool where the
Governor can recommend to the Congress for appointment.
5) Impeachable by majority of both state houses. The above
might appear to be utopian wishes by a non‐lawyer
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commoner, but that’s what the founders of the Kingdom
without a King were! They were non‐lawyer patriots with
lots of common sense.
QUIZ: who can overrule the majority of voters’ will (hint:
marriage definition)
Tea Party vs. Illuminati (The Showdown):
We know the Tea Party exists and it’s alive and has become a
political grass‐roots movement even more powerful than its
predecessor. All it needs is cohesion and defined leadership
(it is almost like a giant Medusa). It has the power of
millions
(~60
million
unofficial
members/contributors/activists) of patriotic individuals
without specific political ambitions other than cleaning up
the corruption, fiscal responsibility and elimination of the
Obamination (Obamacare). We must give credit to those
that deserve it and as ironic as it is, credit is hereby given to
the straw that broke the camel’s back. Thank you Barack
Hussein Obama (or Barry Sorento, or whatever your name
is). The Tea Party is only 4 years old, but its origins go back
as far as the American Illuminati (the original Illuminati was
founded in the 17th century by a German Jesuit that rebelled
against the Roman Catholic Church for the purpose of
protecting the royalty and intellectuals against the church’s
Diesmos and Premicias (taxation) laws. You see, nothing has
changed! For millennia the human’s worse enemy has been
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(and will be) the humans themselves (read Plato’s The
Republic). “Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts
absolutely.” The only thing we can do is follow the U.S.
Constitution and its doctrine:
Limit the federal
government’s power (small government) and enforce the
checks and balances (no Rinos) instituted by the founders of
the kingdom without a king!
A Call To Arms:
Because the Tea Party is real tri‐dimensional human beings
made of brains, flesh, bones and blood and the Illuminati is
imaginative (?), we cannot talk to them, argue, negotiate, hit
them or kill them. We have to develop a new strategy of war
and peace. They can hear us, but we cannot hear them; they
can see us, but we cannot see them; they know who we are,
but we don’t know who they are; they have all the weapons
on their disposal (news media, government, I.R.S., laws, etc),
we have only the power of persuasion and ultimately,
rebellion.
Assumptions: Most of what’s known about the Illuminati
(See Wikipedia) is hear‐say cited before in this novel and the
general assumption is that their one and only objective is
Absolute Power (worldwide Kingdom) and that they will use
whatever means to achieve that (the end justifies the
means) including socialism (Bureaucratic control of the
wealth), Communism (supra‐capitalism of the state, the
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state controls everything, including your life, and death,
wealth, children, products you make, et. al.) Examples would
be the Soviet Union, China, North Korea, Cuba, etc. (Iran is a
theocracy, worst yet).
Anyway, because this is just a novel, where the impossible is
possible, let’s talk to the imaginary Illuminati in a one‐way
conversation.
Dear Illuminati: 1) We the people have had a taste of
freedom, liberty, and self‐reliance, the right to seek our own
happiness, the right to fail or succeed on our own and
determine our own destiny for over 200 years! 2) We the
people cherish and will defend to our death the U.S.
Constitution, the Bill of rights, the set of fair laws as written,
the right to dissent and take arms against any foreign or
domestic enemy. 3) We the people want a truce with you.
Not because we fear you or cannot defeat you, but because
we know that there are many common goals and interest
between us such as progress, fairness, respect for the rights
of others, wealth creation, aid to poorer nations (we the
people are and have been the world’s most generous
society), defend against tyranny (we the people have freed
over 50% of the world’s population since our birth as a
Nation). 4) We the people admit that we have made many
errors in the last hundred years, some of which are: a) a
blind trust of elected officials; b) apathy towards elections;
c) reliance on welfare (plantations); d) cheating ourselves
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and our compatriots through the government’s contracts,
intentional loop holes, et.al.;
e) We have let our
representatives tax us to and beyond death; f) we ignored
when our elected officials make new laws for us and not for
them, cheat on us through numerous scams (pork barrels,
insider trading, lavish expenditures, pay‐to‐play, etc.); g)
those of us that are bureaucrats (federal and state) are
leaches with only 2 goals in mind: 1) Protect our job,
pension and retirement and 2) make the life of the taxpayers
miserable (author: one bureaucrat told me” we envy you
because you can prosper in private industry and we, we’re
stuck!”).
You, the Illuminati, are powerful, control the press, control
the richest men in the world (through concessions and tax
loopholes), control the markets (oil, food, housing, education
{brainwashing}, major industries {G.M., Chrysler, defense
contractors}, control the unions (American’s #2 enemy),
control the law (ACLU, judges and courts), control the drugs
(America’s #1 enemy) control everything else not listed here
except—our hunger for freedom, liberty, religion (I.E. Obama
versus
Catholic Church), drive, ambition and self‐
reliance/determination.
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A deal (For you):
A. 1) We the people, will let you keep on praying to your
super God. 2) We the people, will let you play your games of
cops and robbers (alternate presidents between liberals and
conservatives). 3) We the people will let you keep the
corrupt/bankrupt news media. 4) We the people will not
interfere in your world dominance/control outside of the
United States of America (it’s up to them to fight you).
B. For us the people of this great KINGDOM WITHOUT A
KING: We hereby reclaim control of our own destiny with a
(small) government by the people and for the people. That’s
all!
The Final Test:
If you heard and understood us, you’ll stay out of our way in
this coming 2012 election (don’t shove Obama down our
throats again). Don’t count our votes (and fix the results),
don’t send your I.R. S., Black Panthers, SDS, ACLU, ACORN,
ACP, to cheat and confront us at voting places (blood will be
on your hands) with your community organizers. All we
want is to take what’s rightfully ours, our kingdom back,
without a king!
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Deadline: The “D” date: November 6th, 2012,
Respectfully,
We the people of the United States of America!
Tea Party To Do List:
1. Be ready for violence at our rallies and voting polls. (They
are having “dry runs” in FL, Ca, and NY) + OCCUPY ACORN is
alive and well, just went underground!
2. Have patriots oversee and document any illegal activities
by the opposition and file a complaint at the polls with the
authorities immediately.
3. Do not confront them, but defend and protect our
Country and Constitution.
4. You, the people, are our last line of defense!
A brief biography of the author of A Kingdom without a King:
1. Born on a farm in Mexico in 1937 (start of WWII).1 of 8
homeschooled children, help in farm sun up to sun down,
shoes were for Sunday school only.
2. Graduate from teachers and engineers colleges (arrested
and jailed for being politically incorrect).
3. Immigrated (refugee) to this great country in 1961 (no
hablo ingles), escaped the Soviet Embassy
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4. Worked 2‐3 jobs/day while attending school.
5. From 1967 to 1972, I contributed to the Apollo space
program, obtained several patents and started my company
(so I could be the president too!).
6. Member emeritus of the infamous 5% club (that pays 70%
of all taxes). Do you want to join us? Not easy, but
rewarding! (I’m not the exception but the product of
freedom & CAPITALISM!)
7. Never, ever cheated, robbed or killed anyone to make my
fortune, but guilty of workaholicism.
8. Love this country and will fight for it with or without my
pen.
To be continued after November 6th, 2012.
Jose Jimenez
5‐3‐12
Other ESSAYS by Author:
Manifesto to the young (and not so)
Mr. President: I’m afraid
Who creates jobs?
Tiger parents vs. D. O. E.
The D. O. E. has FAILED
Government CAN’T Legislate MORALS
Who creates jobs?
A Letter to my Children (unknown author, edited by J.J.)
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Manifesto To The Young
(And Not So) ©2012
Dedicated to my children, grandchildren and the future of
this GREAT COUNTRY (its youth)
4‐21‐12
Why this MANIFESTO?
Because at my humble &glorious 75 years of age and for the
2nd time in my life I’M AFRAID!
I’m afraid of the future of this great REPUBLIC and my
descendants. I came to realize that the younger generations
are ignoring HISTORY and will be DAMNED to repeat it!
That’s why I wrote this in sections and included it here:
Recommended age reading:
<20: Skip this (you know it all) My experience: I was young
once
<30: Capitalism (have you try HARD?) My experience: 1961
came empty handed, now part of “1%’club”
<40: Communism (you’re too young to know about). My
experience: German father & relatives under Soviets
<50: Socialism (you don’t know it) My experience: Born in
Mexico, lost farm to “redistribution of wealth”
ALL: Muslimism (scary) My experience:”911,” loss of
freedom, airport searches, >15%GDP waste in security.
Academia: “Dreams from my Father” (useless to talk sense
to you) my experience: was a brainwashed teacher
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Communism is great! Why? Think of this: You are born and
live in a society where the population is so homogeneous (no
individuality), no middle class(only poor and the politburo),
no industry to produce or consumers to consume, no laws to
obey or break, no rights to protect or infringe, no ambitions
to fulfill or failures to suffer. Communism is needed in this
type of society because all the responsibility lies on the
politburo. All you have to do is obey and do as you are told
for the rest of your life. You won’t even have to worry about
food, shelter, health, funeral or your children! The state
takes care of everything!
The pharos were the first to practice and enforce
Communism over 5000 years ago, then the Greeks
experimented prior to Homer (~3000 years ago) and then
the kingdoms did it to a lesser degree. In Plato’s Republic
(Kallipolis, the ideal city‐state) women and children were to
be common property to all men, and children were to be
bred & become specific tradesman, defenders or rulers
(Muslim religion?). Wow! Have your read “A brave new
world?” Today, Cuba, North Korea, Iran & others are
tyrannies with communist names. Several Muslim Sikhs
practice a variation of it. After the Mexican revolution of
1910‐1927, the Bolsheviks gave up on implementing it.
Why? Mexicans were too selfish (Trotsky). The Soviets gave
up after 73 years (1917‐1989) and over 60 million lives
sacrificed in the name of the Proletariat (workers union) and
switched to their version of capitalism. China (1945‐1996)
was smarter, they switch to state capitalism (state control of
economy and production) after only about 40 years and >40
million murdered and ~ 100 million starved to death during
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Mao’ industrial revolution. In short, ~30 years they are the
world’s 2nd largest economy and the richest (cash in hand)
thanks to >100 million slaves (~$3/day income).
How do I know so much? My wife is Chinese, my uncle
Ronnie was a rocket scientist enslaved by soviets, uncle Paul
was Panzer commander while uncle Hans was anti‐Hitler and
his son Joachim was a well‐known writer.
What Communism Really Is: Supra Capitalism of the state.
In other words, the state owns everything! Even you!
Private property is illegal!
Marx and Engels: If they were alive today, they would
renounce their manifesto and embrace U.S. style capitalism.
Why do I say this? Read their manifesto (between the lines)
and understand the meaning of mass industrialization and
Proletariat domination of it (unions: AMU, UAW, AFL‐CIO,
SFWU, steel workers unions, etc.). Their manifesto was
written (1848) at the dawn of the industrial revolution when
most new industries were financed by the only people that
had money (feudal royalty millionaires), have you ever
gotten a job from a poor person? The owners had no prior
experience other than enslaving their subjects (industrial
plantations). You work at a mine, shop at its store, went to
its doctor and were buried at its cemetery. So, don’t get me
wrong! When written (1848) Communism, just like unions,
was needed! Not anymore! They are Mafia controlled
where the inept hide in the masses
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Why the Soviet Version of Communism Failed?
Individuals, unlike cows, will produce the most and the best
if they see a reward at the end of the tunnel; otherwise,
they’ll just survive. The Soviet’s production never sufficed
the population’s needs (rationing and price control [food
stamps?]). Their industrial output (cars, trains, airplanes,
bicycles, etc.) was of such low quality they couldn’t give it
away, instead they forced their satellites (enslaved counties)
to buy them at their price (Obama’s electric cars?). Yes, they
were the first in space (Sputnik), but only spoke German.
And by the way, if you were a valuable proletariat (scientist)
and refused to work, you would be sent to Siberia
(concentration camps). If you escaped or committed suicide
(you are the property of the state) your whole family would
be killed! How I know? My uncle Ronnie was a rocket
scientist!
Not all was that bad, you had the right to believe in anything
so long as you never talked about it even to your kids. Don’t
believe it? Ask any refugee or read the 1950’s newspapers.
One positive aspect of Communism: No lawyers are
required since there are no laws to interpret, defend or
cheat on, just like in the Kallipolis of Plato or Shakespeare’s
plays. And just like in Communist China (before it became
Socialist), you were shot on sight if you were caught with
drugs. Remember: you are the state’s property! The
supreme law of the land is the Politburo (our Illuminati?)!
“Communism is Great” if you, (as my wife was) are part of
the ruling class). Interesting NOTE: If you are member of
the POLITBURO, you get to be buried in a State plot
otherwise, you get to GO home (in a jar with other’s
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ashes).How do I know? My in-laws were buried! Oh! And
the ONE child limit applies only to the PROLETARIAT! I
have plenty of nephews).
If after reading the above, you still want communism, we
have some free one way tickets to N. Korea, Cuba, Iran and
other selected destinations. Write to me.
Socialism: What is it? Definitions vary with opinions. Mine is
that it is equivalent to a flu, and Communism is like
pneumonia. Some systems migrate from flu to pneumonia
(Cuba) and a few from pneumonia to flu (China). Some
define it as “social justice” (Engels), others as “redistribution
of wealth” (Obama). What is justice? Socrates (~ 400 B.C.)
defined justice as “the advantage of the powerful.” Read
Plato’s Republic) i.e. bureaucrats, judges, lawyers, super rich,
elite, illuminati, etc. (I like this definition). Modern socialism
is control of the wealth (produced by a diminishing
percentage of the population) to be distributed to an
increasing majority of the population, administered by the
state and, in the process, the state keeps a commission (for
operation, administration, bail outs, pet projects, pork barrel
and paybacks). The money left (?) is used for welfare, mostly
to the poor (food stamps, Obamacare, housing, Medicare,
TV, cell phones, internet access, pensions to powerful
unions, etc.). I equate welfare to a modern plantation.
Why? It enslaves the poor & ignorant because they become
depend on the hand that feeds them. The pay back: election
time.
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Socialism is great! Why? Just like Communism (without the
rampage crimes of it), the state controls the economy and by
doing so, forces the ever smaller productive sector to
produce specific products (favoritism) with subsidies,
bailouts and Presidential decrees (i.e. programs promoting
electric cars, bio‐fuels, solar‐wind energy, etc) while
discouraging (or forcing) others to abandon or slow down; or
through regulation, high taxes or price controls, to make
their products unprofitable (i.e. oil exploration, pipelines,
nuclear power, coal production, etc.) with the final result
being two‐fold: 1) Middle class pays more for everything
(since 2008, gasoline has doubled in prices, electricity is up
~20%, food is up ~15%, etc.), thus reducing its buying power
and lowering its numbers, while increasing the poor class
mass. 2) The unions’ ever increasing power over the
industry and government (Marx and Engels would be proud
of themselves) creates dependency, waste, inefficiency,
favoritism and prostitution(of mind and body) This becomes
unsustainable for any system, causing tremendous deficits
and forcing companies (i.e. GM, Chrysler, the airline industry,
the mining industry, etc.), cities (i.e. Detroit, Dearborn,
Harrisburg, etc.), states (i.e. California, Wisconsin, Ohio,
Indiana, etc.) and even countries (~1/3 of the European
Union, U.S.A.{yes our U.S.A.}), to fall into bankruptcy or loan
defaults, creating more unemployment, loss of investors
savings, homes and even personal bankruptcies (a vicious
cycle) and increasing the *Plantation population. But,
nothing is forever! Sooner or later, the producers will
produce less and less just to survive (like under
Communism), the tax revenue decreases, and the elite will
print more fake currency and‐‐‐voila! The system implodes!
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China to the rescue! Thanks to the enslaving ~900 million
peasants/workers (~$3/day) and the undervalue of their
Yuan (~ 40% low), you can buy at ~20% discount most of
what you need to survive at Wal‐Mart, dollar stores. How do
I know? I have parts made in China!
Offer: If you are anxious to live in a Socialist country, and
can’t wait for the U.S.A. to become one, free one‐way tickets
are available (contact me).
Capitalism (U.S.A. Style): No one wrote an instructional
book on how Capitalism should work. It just evolved, grew
and grew and grew! It grew thanks to that old, useless and
antiquated document (non‐verbatim definition by Barack
Hussein Obama) known as the U.S. Constitution (and the Bill
of Rights and 10 Amendments). Under its protections, in a
short time (< 100 years) the U.S.A. became the world’s
economic superstar, and in another 100 years, with only ~5%
of the world’s population, produced over 70% of its wealth,
90% of its technology (patents), and the highest standard of
living than the rest of the world combined , with
approximately 60% of its population considered middle class,
20% poor, 10% rich and 10% super rich, while the 1st
world(?) countries had ~5% ultra‐rich,15% rich 20% middle
class and ~60% poor and the 3rd world
countries(dictatorships/
sheiks/communism)~3% ultra‐
rich(politburo/kings/dictators),5% middle(mostly
military/bureaucrats) and>90% POOR .
Capitalism has created more billionaires & millionaires, most
of them new and self‐made (Gates, Jobs, Ford, Soros [yes,
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Soros], capitalism doesn’t discriminate, even criminals can
become rich], etc.) than the world combined, but it lost
~20% of them since 2008 (Obama?)
Its mighty and powerful consumerism and productivity was
exported to the rest of the world to open new markets and
find new sources of materials and labor, creating a one world
market and increasing the standard of living of many
impoverished nations. The good, bad and ugly is unavoidable
and injustices (what’s justice?) were and are committed
always in complicity with local governments (corruption).
Contrary to the well‐established and accepted practice for
millions of years that the “spoils of war go to the victors”,
never (to my knowledge) did the U.S.A. enslave and ransack
the defeated nations (well, except Mexico that lost >50% of
its territory in 1848). On the contrary, it rebuilt the defeated
nations (watch the movie “A Mouse That Roared”).
Germany, France (yes, France), Italy and Japan. North Korea
and Vietnam wished they had signed the truce. This served
two purposes:
1) It stopped Communism through
Democracy and 2) opened new markets for consumers, their
innovations, products and tourist!
What gave the USA this advantage over the rest of the
world? After its Independence and protected by its
CONSTITUTION, it created its MIGHTY US NAVY to protect its
interest (and the rest of the world’s) eradicating high seas
piracy!
The U.S.A. is the most generous country in the world. In
times of calamities and world hunger, we’ll help even our
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enemies! That’s why they call us stupid. They don’t hate us,
contrary to Obama’s opinion. They envy us (love and envy:
the two most powerful human emotions, but envy begets
hate).
Hmmmm, let’s see what this Kingdom Without A King (USA)
has done in just the last 75 years (correct me if I’m wrong!):
1. Stopped world domination by Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,
Imperialistic (and very cruel) Japan and their satellites (1940‐
1945). 2. Went to the moon and back (1961‐1972) (and I’m
proud I was part of it!). 3. Developed/invented 95% of all
technological advances that we enjoy today. 4. Quadrupled
its food production enough to feed ½ the world’s
populations. 5. Almost doubled human life expectancy
(sorry about it, S.S.A.). 6. Ended the Cold War (1945‐
1989/Berlin Wall) and defeated the Soviet Union stopping its
enslaving of >20 enslaved nations. 7. Exported freedom and
democracy to the four corners of the world (some counties
didn’t want it). 8. Free the world with the invention (U.S.
Army) and propagation of the internet (sorry Al Gore!). 9.
Developed and explored the deep sea and shale oil deposits.
10. Developed and commercialized satellite communications
so > 1.3 billion (1/6 of the world) people could watch Super
Bowl XLVI! Should I continue or have you had enough?
My offer again: If you want to trade places with any
foreigner, I have a waiting list.
Oh! You want to stay and reap the fruits of your ancestors?
Then fight for it! Get up early, find a job, be honest and
proud of yourself and turn in your resignation at the
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Plantation! Aim to become part of the 1%. I did it! Not easy
but very REWARDING!
Fanatism‐Muslism‐Feudalism: I admit I’m ignorant about
your culture and with all due respect: WAKE UP! You have
been dormant for >700 years. If it wasn’t for your depleting
natural resources and the U.S. foreign aid and technology,
you would have long perished of starvation and internal
wars! That I know you have no infrastructure, industry,
technology or ambition and can’t even compete with Asian
Nations, hungry for progress, freedom and wealth!
Believe in your God, but for Pete’s sake, eliminate the
messengers (we Christians did it). You see, religion is like a
sword, it has two sides to it, it is the greatest motivator and
instigator, the greatest builder and destructor, the greatest
source of happiness and sorrow. In the hands of a believer, it
can build the greatest art and architecture, but it can also
destroy it (you have perfect examples of both). Save your
future (youth) before it’s too late! You are frustrated with
the lack of jobs, future, dogmas, Sharia Laws, honor killings,
suicide bombers, the raping of children (under‐age
marriage?), enslaving of your own mothers, sisters and
daughters. The Arab spring is just the tip of the iceberg
(albeit in the wrong hands now). You don’t hate us, you
ENVY us! We’re not perfect‐‐you’ll get the good, the bad
and the ugly all in one package. It’s up to you to refine it (we
will eventually). By the way, sorry about the liberal
Hollywood, rap music, pornography, homosexuality, et al!
There are still a “few good men” (and woman) left.
Sincerely!
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Fanatism: “The MOST DESTRUCTIVE FORCE” (Homer ~400BC)
I accuse academia (&
Academia (The 5th Column):
irresponsible parents) of: systemically destroying our
future; amalgamating our children; holding back the
excellent while caring for the mediocre; producing illiterate
graduates, raping (mentally and physically) our youth;
enriching yourselves at the expense of our taxes (i.e. taxes
and student loans); producing over 1.3 million H. S. dropouts
yearly of which ~65% become drug addicts, dealers and jail
inmates; destroying our moral principles (homosexuality,
promiscuousness,
pornography)
through
Marxist
indoctrination (I was a teacher too); sending your own
children to private/charter schools(to protect them from
your own teachings); producing the new Plantation ( voters)
slaves for the welfare democratic party, and most of all, of
crowning your prince (Barack Hussein Obama [or Barry
Soetoro]) as King Without A Kingdom, who eliminated the
gap between poor and middle class by making us all poor
(also known as Socialism).
WHAT’S NEXT? As in Plato’s REPUBLIC (~ 350 BC) after
democracy, comes socialism (defined as the majority
depends on the minority with its moral decay
[homosexuality/drugs/single moms?] Rome is burning!),
then after its bankruptcy becomes Anarchy (watch Greece,
Mexico, our own “OCCUPY”) which is the breakdown of law
and order typical of the republic, and finally, TYRANNY (Iran,
Cuba, N. Korea, etc.)
Are you ready to ignore history and be damned to REPEAT it?
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WHY AM I AFRAID? because of the Apathy, and ignorance of
voters like YOU!, but most important, when I heard our so
call “leaders” call us A NATION OF COWARDS, SLOW AND
LAZY, APOLOGIZE TO THE WORLD FOR OUR ACTIONS, DAMN
AMERICA, NEVER BEEN PROUD OF THIS COUNTRY BEFORE,
LIFE IN THE WHITE HOUSE IS HELL, and NO ONE (even the
opposition? party) revolted! I’m afraid because our president
is succeeding in DIVIDING U.S. creating a race and class
warfare just like the SDS manuscript calls for. You don’t
know what S.D.S. or the WEATHERMEN is? Ask Bill Ayers (its
founder and Obama’s mentor).
Why Am I afraid? I came to this Great Republic in
1961(Chicago), experienced and witnessed discrimination
especially against blacks and Spanish. In 50 years I witnessed
tremendous progress by some blacks but also a great decay
on its majority (welfare dependents) but little if any
discrimination by whites. Then suddenly out of nowhere
came the savior, the champion of transparency and change,
the unifier, the redeemer (of the white’s slave‐guilty
syndrome)and class warfare(99% vs.1%?), male vs. female
divisionism (the pill?) and accusations of discriminations(if
you don’t vote for me you are racist!), of seeing this great
Country being DIVIDED by our leaders(?).
YES, I’m afraid of you, the idealistic, brainwashed, apathetic
young voter ignoring history and repeating your mistake of
2008!
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YES, I’m afraid of you the members of the new PLANTATION
(welfare) discriminating against your OWN future& Country
and repeating your mistake of 2008 just because He’s BLACK!
Can you see that they (democrats) are the ones enslaving
you via DEPENDENCY and promotion of immorality? Don’t
you know that plantation owners were ALL democrats? That
they invented WELFARE to enslave you even more (your pet
depends on you right?). That your worst enemy is YOURSELF
and your pseudo leaders that use you for their OWN benefit?
That over 70% of abortions by Planned Parenthood are black
babies? That over 70% OF H. S. dropouts are black? That
over 30% of your young are unemployed? That over 50% of
inmates are black (you are only~12% of the population)?
That over 73% of your moms are single? Do you want me to
continue or you get my point? Look up to your REAL leaders,
you have plenty and growing!
Hard to believe, but I, like you was young and I knew it all,
my parents were ignorant. When I had my 1st child, (~30) I
became afraid (for the 1st time) of dying and leaving my
children unprotected, became less knowledgeable and my
parents smarter. Funny, the older I get, the more I learn, the
less I know (Socrates: “the only thing I know is that I know
nothing”). I’m a teacher (not professor), engineer and
entrepreneur.
DISCRIMINATION (AKA; INFERIORITY COMPLEX)
Discrimination: What is it?..........who practices it?..........will
it even end?..........
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WHAT IS IT: the dislike‐avoidance of anything or anyone
what doesn’t meet YOUR standards, i.e., crunched box of
cereal, homosexuals (if you are normal), voted for HBO only
because he’s black, poor because they are poor, rich
because they are rich, Mexicans because they are Mexicans,
old because they’re old, etc. get it?..........
WHO PRACTICES: every living organism, even plants (yes,
they eat by starving other nearby species that are harmful to
their own survival).
WILL IT EVER END? Nope!
How do I know what I wrote? Born at start of WWII (World
War II), some relatives survived Soviet communism, I
survived socialism and migrated to this great capitalist
REPUBLIC not knowing the language and with no one to help
me (gracias!) but most important to stand in my way, I
became member of the now infamous 5% club (pays >70% of
the taxes [when it used to be glamorous and enviable to be
successful]) without cheating, stealing or killing anyone. You
want to join us?
Not easy, but rewarding!
Sincerely
Jose Jimenez
5‐3‐12
“Only a virtuous people are capable of freedom. As nations
become corrupt and vicious, they have more need of
masters.”
–Benjamin Franklin
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“All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good
conscience to remain silent.”
‐Thomas Jefferson
“To preserve our independence, we must not let our rulers
load us with perpetual debt…I am for a government
rigorously frugal and simple.”
‐Thomas Jefferson
Dear Mr. President, I’m Afraid ©2012
Dear Mr. President:
I’m afraid!
I am 75 years old and must confess that for the 2nd time in
my life I’m afraid (the first time was in 1955 when I was
arrested by the Mexican Police for political activism). I
recently felt a chill running through my body and thought of
my children, grandchildren, my employees, my small
company, my house, my savings, my city, state, my country,
and you, our President. Then, I analyzed my fear and
concluded that like most fears, it came from a lack of
knowledge (the unknown.)
You see Mr. President, we don’t know you. That’s why we
are afraid of you! All we know about you is hear‐say, and
that mostly by the small dissenting news media, the internet
and friends. The mainstream media has kept secret all about
you and your background and you are complicit in this.
Why?
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This is what “We the people,” know about you (all hear‐say):
1. You were born of a free‐lance drug addicted mother,
Stanley Ann Dunham, in Kenya. Your father Barack Obama
Sr. was a communist that killed himself in a drunken car
crash (after having killed 2 or 3 innocent people in a prior
drunken car crash).
2. You were raised by a Muslim Step‐Father in Indonesia,
where you went to school in a Muslim teaching intern (these
being the most important character forming years in any
youth).
3. Then, nothing! A big vacuum! No records of high school,
friends, school mates, girlfriend or teachers. 10 years of
your life are an empty vacuum to “We the People.”
4. We know (hear‐say) that your Grandparents raised you
after your mother died of an overdose, and that your
Grandmother (the last witness of your actual birthplace) died
(coincidentally?) the day after you visited her in Hawaii in
2009. This was after the much controversial refusal of the
Democratic Governor of Hawaii to show your original birth
certificate or other records (hospital, newspaper news, etc.)
of your claimed birthplace being in Hawaii in order to
validate your right to be president. Then nothing! Why the
secrecy?
5. Then we learned (hear‐say) that you had used an
Indonesian passport to travel to Pakistan in 1981. Is it true?
If yes, why?
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6. The next thing “We the people” heard is that you went to
Occidental college and used the name Barry Soetoro and
used drugs (inheritance?) and were a lousy and lazy student
(is that why in your last international trip you told the world
that we Americans are slow and lazy? We all tend to qualify
others through our own experiences). But once again, we
saw no scholastic records, and heard nothing from friends,
teachers or girlfriends. Nothing again!
7. You claim (hear‐say again) that you went and graduated
from Yale and Harvard Universities, paid in part by a tax
payers scholarship to aid foreign students (I had one too).
Why foreign? Weren’t you born in Hawaii? Why the
pseudonym of Barry Soetoro? Was it a scam? In all, over a
dozen sealed records!
8. Next we heard that your political mentors were (are?) the
leaders of SDS (indicted criminals Bill Ayers and Bernardine
Dohrn and that the book you claim to have written was
actually written by Bill Ayers who is still your friend and
mentor to this date.
9. You claim that even after 20 (?) years of attending and
befriending Reverend Wright Church, you never subscribed
to his Hate America philosophy‐preaching’s‐beliefs. Yes, the
guy that was (is?) your spiritual mentor, the guy that
changed the words of our National Anthem from “God Bless
America,” to “God Damn America!” That one!
10. You named your buddy of arms to be the U.S. Attorney
General (your personal body guard). Yes, the guy that called
us “A nation of cowards.”
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11. All we know about your wife is that now “For the first
time I’m proud of America,” (verbatim, I heard it). And “Life
in the white house is hell” (not verbatim). Yes, the one that
was prohibited from practicing law, why? (sealed.)
12. You refer to the great U.S. Constitution written over 230
years ago (9‐17.1787) and the 10 amendments (Bill of Rights)
of 9‐25‐1789 (A.K.A. the Laws of the land) as “….an
antiquated document no longer useful” (not verbatim).
13. You have flooded the government and white house staff
with radical Czars of Muslim‐Communist ideologies/beliefs.
You have trashed the U.S. Constitution by appointing cronies
to positions reserved for approval by Congress unless in
recession (which they were not).
14. When you took the Oath of Office in 2008 you mumbled
the words and used your left hand over your chest (not the
right hand over your heart), or was it your wife who did
that?
15. As a payback (bribe?) to the unions, and at the expense
of millions of shareholders life savings, you used tax payers’
money to buy G. M. and Chrysler. For your private investors
(contributors to your campaign) you bailed out Wall Street
banks and “invested” our tax dollars in selected solar‐
battery‐electric car companies (Solyndra, Tesla, etc.). All of
them heavy contributors to your campaign and the
Democratic Party! Wouldn’t this (if proven) fall under Article
II, Section 4 of the antiquated document you’re trying to
burn? Or you don’t care since Article II, Section 1, Paragraph
5 might take precedence?
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16. We see you (I saw you) bowing to foreign royalty, kissing
their hand/cheek, contrary to our constitution and tradition.
We heard you bashing our great country and apologizing in
our name (we don’t need your help Mr. President!)
In conclusion, Mr. President, this is how I read you (from
hear‐say mostly) and I’m not a psychologist, just a 75 year
old entrepreneur that started by going barefooted to school
(shoes were only used to go to church on Sunday), whose
ancestry is traced back to 1382, and who now belongs to the
so called 1%.
A. Behind your fake smile, I see a very angry (hateful) man
ashamed of his parents, drunken uncle and welfare ridden
illegal immigrant aunt.
B. I see a narcissist where the word “I” overcomes the word
“we,” 20:1.
C. I see a Muslim child brainwashed during the forming
years.
D. I see an insecure adult even more afraid than I am.
E.
I see a president that hates being president, is
overwhelmed by his job, and is frustrated by the lack of
understanding (both his and that of others).
F. I see a very, very angry man determined to destroy this
great country financially, morally and politically.
G. Rumors abound (internet) that you are the biblical feared
anti‐Christ. Honestly, are you?
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To close it up Mr. President, I wish you no harm. All I wish is
that you vanish as suddenly from our lives as you came into
them.
Respectfully
Jose Jimenez
5‐3‐12
P.S. Friends and family have warned me of potential
reprisals via I.R.S., Black Panthers, Acorn, SDS, and other
groups you belonged during your prior job. Well, so be it.
My country comes first!
“If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal
controls on government would be necessary. In framing a
government which is to be administered by men over men,
the great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the
government to control the governed; and in the next place
oblige it to control itself.”
‐The Federalist Essays by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay
and James Madison
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The Federal Education System
Has Failed! ©2012
Lately, much noise has been made by Presidential
Candidates about the D. O. E. Did it take 20+ years for
screams of parents to be heard? By the millions, parents
have abandoned the public education system in favor of
home, private or charter schooling. Who were the first to
switch? The politicians. Who were the second? The public
school teachers, then anyone else who can afford it! Public
school buildings are empty, for lease or for sale. The few
(mostly inner city) have rampant drug, crime, dropout,
illiteracy and rape problems and their “students” are
candidates for slavery by the new plantation (welfare).
1. Teaching:
a) Present day teachers don’t fully teach any subject. They
maintain order (babysit) and discipline (control). If order and
discipline were taught at home, during class teachers could
actually teach and answer questions.
b) The present system leaves no time to teach the complete
curriculum. You could say our current system cheats the
children, parents and the Nation. (Wall Street Journal Article
of 1‐20‐2‐12, P. A‐5, Education).
c) Most parents push their children to achieve academic
excellence. Shouldn’t our education system require the
same? The present grading system (alpha) rates the highest
scores (A+, A, A‐) and the rest below as “B‐F’s.” The kids are
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proud to say “I got an A” when in actuality they might have
only had 90% of the answers accurate. What happens if the
highest score is 60%? (See the S.A.T. scores). The present
system holds back the smart and pushes forward the others
to create a homogeneous class of mediocrities. While we
are all similar in form (body parts), we are not the same in
mind. We are individuals (not herds). The world needs
laborers as much as professionals, so why try to get
everyone a B.S.M.N. (master of nothing)? For colleges
financial benefits?
2) Bussing:
a) What is the ultimate (covert) goal of the bussing
program? I believe it is racial, class and cultural integration?
Has it worked? Again, we are not all the same! We pride
ourselves on being economically, racially and culturally
diverse in America. Is the bussing program communist
indoctrination in disguise?
b) What is the total time wasted nationwide by students
that are bussed? (I read up to 4 hours a day). This time
could be much better spent by students actually learning
something. Many kids have to awaken when they arrive at
school or home. The traveling time alone is over 52,000,000
(million) hours per year.
c) What is the total cost of the school bussing system
nationwide? (In actual billings, including drivers, mechanics,
administrator salaries and benefits; the cost of equipment,
maintenance facilities and insurance; the cost of fuel and of
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carbon footprint and global warming; the cost of union dues,
etc.). These monies could be better spent to educate our
children.
d) The bussing program creates wasteful federal/state
governmental departments to channel money for special
projects (pets), ideologies (indoctrination), payback to
lobbyists (bus manufacturers) and unions, and maybe even
politicians. Again, is the bussing program communist
indoctrination in disguise?
e) Think about who benefits from the bussing program?
Special interest groups? Who Suffers? Children, taxpayers
and our future generations, that’s who!
3. School Boards:
Charter schools (which are semi self‐governed), private
schools (100% self‐governed) and home schooling are, in
reverse order, the most efficient and economical methods‐
correct? (Haven’t you heard of 16 year olds graduating with
a Ph.D.?) Shouldn’t our current schools be self‐governed by
local parents of each school?
4. Higher Education:
a) Who benefits the most from long curriculums at colleges?
Why?
b) Why are universities producing (after 5 years of tuition
and expenses for ~100K+) graduates in A.A. M.N
(Apprentices of All and Masters of None)? Most B.S.
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graduates are rated as unqualified labor by the industry.
Why hire them when we have access to millions of illegal
immigrants for less money, and a few of them will ever
claim/qualify for Social Security or Medicare (Obama‐care)
benefits?
5. Some statistics to prove my points (sources: various
governmental reports):
A. BUSSING:
1. Time spend by bussed children: ~2 hours/da
y (some ½ to 4 hours) Ave. x 26,000,000 bussed
children=~52,000,000 man‐ hours/DAY!
2. Bussing FUEL cost (diesel):~$3,000,000,000.00 (3
billion).
3. Bussing all others expenses (drivers, unions,
benefits, maintenance, equipment, etc.,):
~$17,000,000,000.00 (17 billion).
4. Total cost of bussing children (not including the
52,000,000 man hours wasted):~$20,000,000,000.00
(20 billion), plus environmental damage.
B. SCHOOL LUNCHES: What’s wrong w/mom & pop making
lunch for their kids (mine did it for all 8 of us!) unless we’re
already a COMMUNIST country where the children belong to
the State!...NO financial data yet.
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C. FEDERAL COST OF EDUCATION (STATE’S NOT INCLUDED):
1) As a % of GDP: 5.9% or ~>$500,000,000,000.0 (billion),
that’s right ½ a TRILLION $!
2) As a %of Federal government’s budget: ~15.3%!
3) States cost: no data yet but usually is ~92% (?) Fed.
Gov. reimburses~ 8% (black mail?) of cost to the states,
so if federal expenditures is $1/2 trillion, then states~ >$5
trillion (?)
D. CURRICULUM (Elementary and H.S. combined):
1. ~ 6 subjects/day (language, history, geography,
science, sociology, biology, P.E.)/~5 hours/Day
=~42minutes/subject less settling down, – interruptions;
~ 35 MINUTES actual TEACHING/subject!
2. Time spent by children learning (?) Math.: 16%;
language: 17%; science: 14%; sociology: 12%;
TECHNOLOGY: 3%! (No wonder Germany and China get
all the TECHNICAL jobs!)
E. H.S. DROP OUTS:
1. ~1,200,000 children per YEAR.
2. Ratio of H.S. drop out vs. CONVICTS (in jail): 65% of
drop outs become CONVICTS!
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3. Illiterate students at grade 8 (can’t read/write at 8th
grade level): ~68%!!! (~ Same as dropout rate, are they
the potential future convicts?)
F. PUBLIC vs. OTHER schools:
PUBLIC vs. OTHER
SCHOOLS:
Public
Home School
Private School
Charter School
Public
Home School
Private School
Charter School

# of STUDENTS
~26,000,000,000 (26 Billion)
~1,500,000,000 (1.5 Billion)
~5,000,000,000 (5 Billion)
~4,000,000,000 (4 Billion)
~9%
0%
1%
(no data)

Public
Home School
Private School
Charter School

MOVE ON TO COLLEGE
~48%
~98%
~93%
no data

Public
Home School
Private School
Charter School

COST/CHILD PER YR
~$12,000
NONE
~$8500.00
~$7,000.00
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% TEACHERS TO TOTAL PERSONNEL
Public
~48%
Home School
100%
Private School
~83%
Charter School
~76%
6. A better system – Germany as a Role Model:
Germany has the best system to date: All students
graduating from the gymnasium (high school and vocational
school) learn (both to write and speak) 3 languages, and
have learned at least 1 trade (of their choice) as apprentices
at local businesses (carpentry, mechanics, construction,
clerical, bio‐medics, etc.) before entering university for a
specific career. Our country/world needs more than just our
current bachelorette programs (Masters of None). Imagine
if our children could become an excellent carpenter/
bricklayer/mechanic at age 22 or an engineer/architect/
medic at age 25? All without requiring a 3 year scholarship
from my business! Do you ever wonder why Germany is the
most productive country in the world (man‐hour versus
G.D.P.)?
7. Unions:
They were necessary during the industrial revolution‐thank
you! Now, they are a selfish political arm of socio‐
communist ideology responsible for the destruction of our
industrial base (steel, auto, etc.) They bankrupt states,
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countries (Euro zone) and most important, have destroyed
our FUTURE: Education.
8. Classical Music:
The Greeks (Plato’s Republic) recognized that soft rhythm
music enhances the spirit and behavior and that rhythmic
noise (rap music) destroys the children’s self‐esteem,
creativity and respect for others. My oldest son (now 45)
was hyperactive and took on playing loud drums (against my
will), then dropped out of high school and I had to rescue
him from a drug overdose and bail him out of jail (see item
E.2 above). My second oldest son took guitar and piano,
graduated from high school with honors, graduated from
college with a B. S. in chemical engineering and now has a
family and enviable financial success. As soon as my oldest
son had his first child, he became a Conservative.
Congratulations Hijo!
9. Hyperactivity:
Stop! You are killing our future with downers! There is a
difference between hyperactivity and ADD! Most great
innovators (inventors, entrepreneurs, leaders, generals, and
some criminals) where hyperactive children. I was one.
What do you want: a herd easy to control? Kids are living
and growing organisms‐they need challenges! Everything is
a new experience to them. You, the teachers know it all (do
you?)!
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Conclusions/Recommendations
1. Institute one subject of teaching per day for K‐5 (the
hardest part is to keep them focused!) This should include
reading comprehension, writing (English), math and sciences.
In high school, teach one subject per week (they know how
to read and comprehend by now. Don’t they?) Periodically
(once a week?) have a review session of previously taught
subjects (refresher). By example: you (teachers) finish
teaching the entire trimester of match, English, etc. and now
you’re teaching geography. Revisit the last trimester’s math
and English highlights for 10 minutes daily.
They’ll
remember it for life! Begin trade learning with local
businesses in their junior (11th) year.
2. Teachers should only guide the students and answer
questions not in books and give assignments (administrators
of learning), thus creating a self‐taught society (do not
babysit them). Help the best students become better
(passing grades) and make the slowest students repeat
grades (Darwin’s selection of the species‐sorry but that’s
reality). Turn over the extra teachers and failing students to
the federal government for placement in bureaucratic jobs
(i.e. welfare disguised), or just fire them!
3. Reduce college curriculum to 5 specific subjects related to
the career field selected, teach (guide) on one
subject/bimester (math, science, biology, English, law, etc.)
for a maximum of 3 years (just like private universities like
the University of Phoenix do). Require a minimum 70%
G.P.A. or better or repeat the course (one chance to repeat
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only). After that the student is dismissed (goes to trade
school). The university title would then be a B.S.S.
(Bachelors of Specific Subject) with a minimum 1 year of
working in the subject field. Students could continue their
education to earn the title of M.S.S. (Masters of Specific
Subject). This would include two years maximum in the
specific subject, and teach only that subject. Again, they
must achieve a minimum G.P.A. of 70% or repeat or dismiss
(to trade school). Those achieving their M. S. S. could
continue on to the title of D.S.S (Doctors of Specific Subject).
This would include another 2 years in the specific subject,
plus one final year working on the subject with a partner
company (as an intern). They should have a minimum 70%
G.P.A. or be made to repeat or stay in M.S.S. (technician).
4. Eliminate school bussing except in rural areas. In cities, it
is the parents/students responsibility to get there.
5. Institute (by state, not federal) work apprentice programs
with local businesses (no subsidized). Companies need to
invest in their future employees. This also increases the size
of the tax paying class.
Sincerely,
Jose Jimenez
5‐3‐12
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“A primary object…should be the education of our youth in
the science of government. In a republic, what species of
knowledge can be equally important? And what duty more
pressing…than communicating it to those who are to be the
future guardians of the liberties of the country?” ‐George
Washington
“A well‐instructed people alone can be permanently a free
people.” ‐James Madison
TIGER PARENTS VS. D. O. E. & UNIONS ©2012
Recently much polemic has been caused by the book by Amy
Chua Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mom and by her latest article
in the Wall Street Journal titled Tiger Mom’s Long‐Distance
Cub. I recently read the WJS article and was inspired to
provide some thoughts on the benefits of having “Tiger
Parents.” I will also show how some of the precepts of tiger‐
parenting can be applied toward the reformation and
improvement of the current education system in the United
States.
Let me first provide you with some personal insight from my
own life. I was married to a “Lamb (liberal) Mother” and had
four children. I later remarried a “Tiger Mom” and had two
more children. The youngest are products of two “Tiger”
parents (my wife is Chinese and has two master’s degrees, I
have a PH.D). The other children (ages 32‐44) are the by‐
product of a tiger father and a very liberal mother. You
might say that I’m a little bit biased due to the results of the
marriages. Only one out of my first four children is a
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successful graduate (chemical engineer), while both children
from my second marriage are in the top 1% of school. They
also have great success in their extra‐curricular activities
(piano, ballet, drama, Chinese and Spanish classes and
singing lessons). My wife and I don’t push them to study (we
pull them by example); they are very sure of themselves and
we trust them 100% to always to do their best. My personal
experience in raising children speaks for itself.
I think the American education system should teach children
reading, comprehension in writing and language until they
master it (if you don’t comprehend one word in a sentence,
you don’t know the whole sentence!) Then teach them
geography, then history, etc. When I was teaching, my
technique was to make the better students the BEST, and
the rest had to be dragged along. I’m sorry if this is not
politically correct, but that’s life. I had about a 50% success
ratio (~20% of 100%, 20% of 90%, 10% with 80% and the rest
were below an 80% G.P.A.). Keep in mind we also need
bricklayers, mechanics, policemen, firefighters, carpenters
gardeners, etc., don’t we?
In my own business, we interview ~10% of all applicants for
electrical engineering and hire ~10% of these or
approximately 1% of all applicants. From some university
graduates, we can hardly understand their handwriting (we
request a handwritten “why should we hire you” memo).
Many of them (~99%) do not know OHM’s Law (the bible of
electrical engineering), basic work equations or formulas and
do not have logical/analytical/inventive minds or desires. So
for the other 2% (of 100% applicants) we offer them
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technician positions, but they expect an engineer’s salary.
They do not realize that we are actually offering them a
scholarship (salary, benefits, Social Security, Medicare taxes
and health insurance, etc.) with pay, and most important,
contributing our staff’s time to teach them what they paid
the university to do. In my > 40 years in business I learned
that the first year is all an investment year on new
employees, the second year is a break‐even year and after
the third year, the company makes a profit from their
productivity (yes, we profit from our employees).
Think about the following:
1. Teaching:
a) Present day teachers can’t teach all subjects 100%. They
maintain order (babysit) and discipline (control). If order and
discipline were taught at home (by tiger parents), during
class teachers could actually teach and answer questions.
b) The present system leaves no time to teach the complete
curriculum. You could say our current system cheats the
children and the parents. (Wall Street Journal, 1/20/2012, P.
A‐5 Education)
c) If cows produce more and better milk, hens better eggs
and plants grow better and faster with classical music in the
background, why not in the classroom?
d) Tiger parents pull their children to achieve academic
excellence. Shouldn’t our education system require the
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same? The present grading system (alpha) hides the reality
of life. An “A” could be anything between 90 and 100%
correct. What is wrong with 97 for 97% correct and 60 for
60% correct? The present system holds back the smart and
squeezes the others to create a homogeneous class of
mediocrities. While we are all similar in form (body parts),
we are not the same in mind. We are individuals (not herds).
The world needs laborers as much as professionals, so why
try to push forward students who cannot keep up
intellectually?
I also believe that there are several other problems with the
American education system, and other reform ideas will be
outlined in a second letter titled “The Federal Education
System Has Failed.”
Jose Jimenez
5‐5‐12
IRONY: Hussein Barack Obama was elected just because he
is BLACK (blacks discriminated against Hilary {thanks} and
McCain {Rino} hoping that a black president would get them
out of the New Plantation! WRONG! He isn’t African‐
American or a descendant of slaves! He is just another
opportunistic Socialist Muslim politician not familiar with the
Black suffering.
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WHO CREATES JOBS?
The President claims GOVERNMENT creates jobs.
The Republicans claim small INDUSTRY creates jobs.
They’re both WRONG! Why?
1. What made this country the richest, strongest, most
generous, most advanced since the Egyptian, Greek and
Roman empires? The answer is that this great COUNTRY
became the GREATEST by the BUYING POWER of the
MIDDLE CLASS! AKA: CONSUMERISM!
2. The President (being a typical ACADEMIA) is essentially
destroying job creation by implementing what the Dept.
of EDUCATION (and the LIBERAL/SOCIALIST teachers) has
been practicing for last 30 years—the overt and covert
implementation of SOCIALISM.
A. If you can’t educate the NOT so smart to become
smart, then HOLD BACK the SMART to have EQUALITY
(everyone is equally dumb).
B. If you can’t bring the POOR into the MIDDLE class,
bring the MIDDLE CLASS down to the POOR to create
EQUALITY and SOCIAL JUSTICE. EXAMPLE: The middle
class lost ~50% of their retirement savings and 50% of
their home equity.
C. Make the RICH richer (through bail outs, special
loans, billions to unproven technologies, etc., by
making the income gap bigger so the MIDDLE class
can’t catch up with them.
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SO WHO CREATES JOBS?
A. The POOR? (~25% of the population and GROWING)
only purchase what they must to survive.
B. The RICH? (~10% of the population) have no BUYING
power except for airplanes, yachts, expensive
homes/villas, luxury cars, etc., but how many?
C. The STIMULUS? The bailed‐out auto industry makes
lots of cars (most of them in storage lots); the bailed out
BANKS give millions in BONUSES to a few while LAYING
OFF clerks; the bailed out SOLAR and ELECTRIC CAR
SCAMS go bankrupt within months while making products
that NO one WANTS.
AGAIN, who CREATE JOBS?
This great COUNTRY became the GREATEST by the BUYING
POWER of the MIDDLE CLASS! AKA: CONSUMERISM!
Millions of dish washers, dryers, cars, homes, bicycles, pants,
skirts, shampoo, shoes, paint, doors, windows, toys,
popcorn, etc., purchased & sold every day!
So how do you cripple this great COUNTRY? DESTROY the
MIDDLE CLASS (Mr. President, I read your BOOK!)
GOVERNMENTS CAN’T LEGISLATE MORALS
Morals are inherited, then sucked after birth. They are
reinforced by parents and nurtured by society, including
religion.
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Governments have NO control over morals (i.e. Occupiers,
congress, lobbyist itself).
DRUG use is by choice, addiction is by necessity.
The Nation loses ~ONE TRILLION dollars /year to the black
market headed by criminals (>50,000 killed in Mexico alone)
and protected by legislation (and some legislators on the
take). And our JAILS wouldn’t have ~60% of H.S. drop outs.
And our Nation wouldn’t spend~15% of its GDP in SECURITY
(including HLS).
If drugs were legalized and distributed at COST by authorized
private charity organizations (no governments involved), the
illegal drug trade would die of natural causes and or become
like alcoholic beverages and cigarettes (consumed legally by
choice).
Would a Constitutional Amendment be required to legalize
it? If, yes while at it, a) enact Flat Fair Sales Tax (eliminate
#16), b) eliminate EPA (destroying small business), c) D.O.Ed.
(destroying our children), d) D.O.A. (destroying our
agriculture) and e) D.O.En. (Solyndra, electric cars, wind
mills, biofuels)
Jose Jimenez
5‐5‐12
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